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Abstract 

Purpose 

Naturalistic speech samples should be routinely collected in the assessment of individuals with 

communication difficulties. Even when these samples are collected, they are often underutilized. We 

propose that the analysis of naturalistic speech samples can greatly enhance our understanding and 

evaluation of the functional impact of primary progressive aphasia (PPA) on communication. First, we 

review the current practices of evaluating PPA. Second, we provide a framework to optimize the 

collection, analysis, and interpretation of speech samples to accomplish this goal. In particular, speech 

samples can be evaluated for measures of informativeness, the presence of atypical patterns of speech, 

articulatory rate, and pausing, which are all helpful metrics in characterizing disordered speech. These 

factors can be leveraged to identify both the strengths and difficulties an individual may face in 

everyday communication.  

Conclusion 

The collection of naturalistic speech in both clinical and naturalistic settings with typical 

communication partners is highly recommended to best diagnose, monitor and inform treatment plans 

for individuals with PPA.   
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Introduction 

Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) describes a group of neurodegenerative diseases associated 

with frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) and Alzheimer’s Disease (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; 

Marshall et al., 2018). PPA is characterized by insidious and progressive loss of language. Patients with 

PPA exhibit variable speech and language deficits as a function of the anatomical sites of maximal 

atrophy. Three symptomatic profiles of PPA have been established in the literature: non-

fluent/agrammatic, semantic, and logopenic (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). The primary deficits of the 

non-fluent variant are agrammatism, effortful speech, and speech sound errors (Gorno-Tempini et al., 

2011; Marshall et al., 2018). The core deficits of the semantic variant are anomia and unique deficits to 

single word-comprehension and object knowledge (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Marshall et al., 2018; 

Grossman, 2018). Lastly, the primary impairments of the logopenic variant are anomia and impaired 

repetition ability (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2008; Henry & Gorno-Tempini, 2010; Gorno-Tempini et al., 

2011). 

Enormous efforts have been made to standardize the routine assessment of linguistic abilities in 

PPA (Weintraub et al., 2009; Savage et al., 2013; Sapolsky et al. 2011; Sapolsky et al., 2014; Henry & 

Grasso, 2018; Battista et al., 2017; Marshall et al., 2018). Frameworks of disease process for the three 

variants of PPA (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011) have been proposed to identify select impairments in 

domains of articulation, naming, repetition, syntax, semantic knowledge, and comprehension. 

Importantly, these domains are often assessed in isolation. Nevertheless, up to 30% of people with PPA 

do not present with a pattern of impairments that ‘fits’ one of the three variants (Sajjadi et al., 2012). So, 

while it seems efficient to characterize selective deficits by domain, these characterizations become 

more meaningful when we consider their collective contributions to one’s communicative ability and 

impact on quality of life (Ruggero et al., 2019). We must gain a better understanding of how functional 
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someone is in their day-to-day interactions and communication. In stroke aphasia, this approach to the 

assessment of an individual’s abilities and difficulties has resulted in the development of effective 

intervention approaches that target overall communicative effectiveness, rather than focusing on a single 

domain (Kasselimis et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2008).  

In light of the heterogeneity within the PPA population, as well as the diagnostic and access 

difficulties associated with standardized assessment, we propose that the collection of naturalistic speech 

samples (in this article we use the term naturalistic speech samples to describe picture descriptions, 

narratives, discourse and conversation that is captured through audio or video recording) can 

complement, or even subsume, assessments of isolated domains by allowing us to look at the functional 

impact of an individuals’ strengths and difficulties. Moreover, we believe that measures can be derived 

from naturalistic speech to help i) determine domain-specific deficits, ii) functionally evaluate speech 

efficacy, and iii) shape treatment and promote improvements in quality of life related to 

communication.  

A Window into Everyday Exchanges  

Naturalistic speech samples are typically collected in the assessment of communication 

disorders, but are particularly important in the monitoring of PPA (Sapolsky et al., 2011; Sapolsky et al., 

2014; Henry & Grasso, 2018; Marshall et al., 2018). The ability to identify speech (as captured through 

measures of articulation and pausing) and language (as captured through naming, repetition, syntax, 

semantic knowledge, and comprehension) impairment from a routinely collected speech sample is 

essential in a population with progressive language loss, especially when this type of analysis allows for 

the unique identification of phenotype-specific impairments that may otherwise be reserved for 

expensive in vivo imaging or post-mortem analysis. This is not to diminish the utility of standardized 

assessments that target isolated domains (e.g., picture-word matching, confrontation naming, or the 
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repetition of verbalized words and phrases). In fact, these tools are essential to identify key impairments 

and inform diagnosis. However, if the aim is to determine the extent to which communication is 

effective, the tools we use must also evaluate functional skills.  

Capitalizing on the collection of naturalistic speech samples is a shift towards a more dynamic 

and “natural” evaluation of our patients’ communication needs. The losses that individuals with a 

diagnosis of PPA face often center on self-expression, agency, and the ability to relate to others (Ash et 

al., 2006; Ash & Grossman, 2015; Volkmer et al., 2018; Pozzebon et al., 2018; Ruggero et al., 2019). 

Thus, the evaluation of speech and language ability must also identify aspects that relate to the use of 

language and how these aspects may impact functional communication. The approach of addressing the 

functional components of speech and language production is in line with the therapeutic Life 

Participation Approach in Aphasia (LPAA; Chapey et al., 2000), which advocates for interventions that 

focus on and prioritize participation in everyday communication activities. Whilst there is a relatively 

large body of research literature focusing on the maintenance of speech and language in PPA (Jokel et 

al, 2014, Croot et al, 2019; Taylor-Rubin, Nickels, & Croot, 2021), there is a growing focus on 

compensatory strategy training and life participation to bypass disease-based limitations in PPA. 

Examples of such include the use of semantic circumlocution (Rogalski et al., 2018; Henry et al., 2019), 

script training (Schneider et al. 1996; Henry et al., 2018; Henry et al., 2019; Hubbard et al., 2020; 

Schaffer et al., 2020), enactment (a compensatory strategy where a person is taught to leverage gesture, 

mime, posture, and prosodic cues to augment communication; Kindell et al., 2013), assistive 

augmentative communication (Cress & King, 1999; Fried-Oken, 2008; Fried-Oken et al., 2010; Rogalski 

et al., 2018; Volkmer et al., 2020), and multimodal communication (Volkmer et al., 2018; Volkmer et 

al., 2020). Furthermore, a recent review by Volkmer and colleagues (2019) demonstrated that 
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interventions that target functional communication are indeed effective for individuals with PPA and 

essential to improving quality of life (Ruggero et al., 2019). 

 The richness of naturalistic speech samples allows us to better understand where the breakdowns 

in communication may occur and thus directly informs long-term care planning and support. The 

capturing of the relative successes or breakdowns in communication can also directly inform and 

improve the intervention approach, such as the targeted content and complexity of an alternative 

augmentative communication device (e.g., a multilayered tablet-based application versus a handmade 

communication notebook) or the use of strategies for communication partner training (use of gesture 

versus semantic prompts). This data-driven approach can therefore improve the evaluation and treatment 

of a person’s functional communication. Functional communication is a measure of a person’s 

communicative success in everyday interaction and conversation (Holland, 1982; Crockford & Lesser, 

1994; Armstrong & Ferguson, 2010; Doedens & Meteyard, 2019; Volkmer et al., 2020; Gallée et al., 

2021). For the purpose of elucidating these considerations, we will present several cases to highlight the 

complexity of what underlies a “functional” outcome. We provide the following examples to illustrate 

the ways in which standardized assessments alone cannot adequately characterize a person’s 

communicative effectiveness.  

PPA Case Examples 

Consider the case of Bill, a 72-year-old retiree with non-fluent variant PPA (nfvPPA) and 

relative sparing of motor speech. While agrammatism may reduce the complexity of Bill’s sentence 

production in discourse, he excels at retrieving accurate and content-rich words that are essential to 

communicate his thoughts. While an assessment of syntax and anomia demonstrates his evident 

agrammatism, it may be inefficient in capturing his engagement and participation in everyday 

communication. In fact, the paucity of syntactic complexity of Bill’s speech may be compensated for by 
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his use of relatively specific and appropriate content words. Furthermore, he supplements his speech 

with effective use of gestures and facial expressions. If we solely focus on Bill’s impairments, we fail to 

adequately capture meaningful aspects of his overall functional communication (i.e., his ability to 

participate and compensate in conversation).  

For our second example, we present Jada, a 52-year-old mother who received a diagnosis of 

semantic variant (svPPA) three years ago. Jada’s primary symptoms are the loss of word and object 

knowledge. At first glance, her symptoms easily fly under the radar. Jada participates in small talk with 

apparent ease, where she routinely shares anecdotes about her morning piano practice. She is observed 

to describe the music that she plays and the scales she uses to warm up her fingers. However, when 

asked to point to the piano keys, she responds with a blank stare. Jada’s vocabulary becomes 

increasingly reduced and non-specific and her range of conversational topics more narrow. Her partner 

and teenage daughter often wonder how much Jada actually understands. They feel she has become 

selfish and that she doesn’t care about their lives. Communication partner training with their clinician 

helps her husband and daughter understand that her loss of semantic knowledge impacts on her 

conversation. Naturalistic speech sample analysis also helps to identify stereotyped phrases that 

characterize her speech when she does not understand what they say, as well as patterns of 

communication breakdowns. As such, this patient-centered and data-driven approach enables Jada and 

her family to better communicate.  

For our third example, we present the case of Irena, a 48-year-old art teacher diagnosed with 

mild logopenic variant PPA (lvPPA). Her most apparent symptoms are anomia and repetition, but as the 

disease remains in the mild stage, her comprehension remains relatively spared. Her daughter notes that 

the complexity, informativeness, and precision of her speech is reduced. Nevertheless, she regularly 

expresses her awareness of her word-retrieval difficulties and is most successful when she capitalizes on 
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paralinguistic channels, such as facial expressions and vocal inflection to indicate affirmations or 

dislikes, to enhance conversation. Initially her daughter corrects her errors, resulting in Irena losing 

confidence which in turn, affects her social life. The pressure for Irena to verbalize is alleviated after her 

daughter receives guidance to accept her mother’s word errors and instead helps Irena and her clinician 

develop a communication notebook. As a result, Irena is able to meaningfully compensate for her 

language loss and maintain her relationships and her career. Irena’s success in compensating for her 

symptoms and ability to maintain independence is likely not captured by standardized assessments of 

confrontation naming or repetition; instead, her agency and functional communication ability are left 

open to interpretation.  

Finally, consider the case of Talbot, a 55-year-old father who has been diagnosed with PPA with 

symptoms that do not allow for a clear subtype classification. Talbot faces primary deficits in naming 

and repetition ability, however, unlike individuals with “typical” lvPPA, he presents with striking press 

of speech. Furthermore, his speech output is pervaded by unintelligible phonemic clusters and jargon. At 

the milder stages, Talbot may be able to produce targeted content words, measured through an 

assessment of naming.  Unfortunately, the proportion of his unintelligible speech diminishes this 

relatively preserved capability in everyday conversation. His children find it difficult to parse out his 

intended messages when he communicates with them in real-time. In contrast, when he calls to leave a 

message, replaying his voicemails helps them identify what he tried to say.  

These examples illustrate that standardized assessments of isolated language domains are 

insufficient in capturing the ways in which a person can augment their communicative abilities. For 

example, in the case of Bill, standardized assessment fails to capture his supplemental use of gesture or 

specificity of speech. While Bill and Irena are good candidates for communication notebooks, Jada and 

Talbot are not. Even though Jada and Talbot appear relatively fluent in conversation, the extent to which 
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they communicate context-appropriate information is relatively low. As such, we believe that the 

analysis of naturalistic speech samples is dynamic and can greatly enhance the assessment and 

monitoring of functional speech and language abilities in PPA. Under certain optimal conditions, speech 

sample analysis may even subsume certain aspects of standardized assessment. This may be particularly 

relevant if the comprehensiveness of assessment has to be reduced to accommodate patient fatigue or 

time constraints.  

Moreover, the study of naturalistic speech samples in PPA allows us to probe how functionally a 

person is able to participate in everyday communication or conversational exchanges. In contrast to 

assessments that require the isolated production or comprehension of single words, assessments of 

naturalistic speech allow us to contextualize these abilities and create an overall profile of their linguistic 

capabilities (Ash & Grossman, 2015). While we are often able to rate the subjective “transactional 

success” (Ramsberger & Rende, 2002) and efficiency (Linnik et al., 2016) of a person with aphasia’s 

communication, there remain gaps in our understanding of how to objectively measure the 

meaningfulness, appropriateness, and functionality of naturalistic speech (Ramsberger & Rende, 2002; 

Linnik et al., 2016). Despite a substantial amount of work investigating connected speech in PPA 

(Wilson et al., 2010; Ash et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2014; Boschi et al., 2017; Bonner et al., 2010; Beber 

et al., 2019a,b; Beales et al., 2018; Berube et al., 2019) and discourse in chronic aphasia (Linnik et al., 

2016; Fromm et al., 2017; Berube et al., 2019), objective measurement of task-oriented communication 

has yet to be established to best predict day-to-day functioning, monitor change, and inform treatment. 

As all forms of aphasia are often characterized by a reduction in lexical production, we must consider 

the extent to which an individual is able to functionally communicate (Holland, 1982; Sapolsky et al., 

2011; Sapolsky et al., 2014). The role of the clinician then is to establish i) the information an individual 
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with PPA can convey, ii) which measures best capture a person’s functional communicative ability, and 

iii) how to best utilize these findings to inform the patient’s care.  

Optimizing the Conditions of Speech Sample Collection 

Unlike the processes of transcription and analysis, the collection of speech samples is virtually 

effortless on part of the clinician. However, the conditions under which the samples are collected must 

be optimized to maximize the potential of the recordings. As such, we recommend that speech samples 

are recorded in the physical environment of a clinic in the comfort of quiet and sound-proof rooms. To 

elicit a natural communication environment, we recommend the conversation to be with or to include 

typical communication partners. Furthermore, the set-up of the room should be comfortable for both the 

speaker and listener; ideally, the recorder does not have to be moved to capture the speaker’s speech 

during the session. In supplement to audio, we suggest the collection of video recordings to capture body 

language, such as gesture and eye gaze. Recordings can and should consist of closed standardized 

assessments, such as picture descriptions or even verbalized reading comprehension, as well as of 

naturalistic conversation with a typical communication partner. As it may be unnatural to interrupt, the 

clinician should keep track of the timepoints of assessment and topics of conversation as this will be 

essential for future analysis and interpretation. In cases where only audio is available, we suggest that 

the use of gestures should be recorded on a scoresheet as it relates to word-finding difficulty. Moreover, 

when gesture is used, does it serve to enhance communication? When possible, insight into everyday 

difficulties can also be captured by recording conversations between the patients and their 

communication partners – and the ways in which both may benefit from communication strategies and 

speech therapy (Volkmer et al., 2018).  

Analysis of Speech Samples 
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 Once the speech samples have been collected in optimal conditions, we are prepared to 

transcribe and analyze our data. Collection of samples at review sessions over time can also allow for 

the monitoring of progression and severity of disease impact. Transcriptions should include every 

utterance communicated by the speakers of interest (e.g., the patient). Here we have compiled 

considerations by subdomain of speech and language faculties to assist the interpretation of speech 

sample transcriptions.  

Articulation Does the number of phonemic substitutions, omissions, and additions render speech 

widely unintelligible to an uninformed listener? Does the communication partner report difficulty with 

interpreting the speech of the patient, and does this vary by conversational or environmental contexts?  

Production Efficiency Does the number or length of pauses in speech greatly impair the 

listener’s ability to track the intended message? Do these hesitations reduce the speaker’s desire to 

continue verbal communication? Is the patient hindered by failure to initiate communication?  

Naming In a controlled paradigm task, such as a picture description, is the individual able to 

name a sufficient number of targeted open-class words (e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs)? In 

instances of failed word retrieval, is the individual able to successfully communicate the intended word 

through circumlocution by describing semantic features (e.g., function, appearance, location) or 

implementing gesture and other forms of non-verbal communication? How general (e.g., “thing” or 

“guy”) or specific or frequent (e.g., “abacus”) are the words that are produced?  

Syntax Is the individual able to produce complete sentences, and if so, what is their grammatical 

complexity? If this is not the case, which types of closed-class words is the individual omitting? Do 

hesitations or pauses coincide with failed grammatical endings? While controlled paradigm tasks 

targeting syntactic constructions may be too foreign or frustrating for individuals to complete, syntactic 

constructions are easily derived from connected speech. The nature of the task prompt must also be 
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considered: a picture description task is likely to evoke an abundance of content words to describe the 

salient features of the image, whereas an open-ended prompt, such as “What did you do this weekend?” 

may evoke a response with longer utterances and more opportunities to evaluate syntax.  

Comprehension If a natural dialogue between the patient and examiner or communication 

partner is recorded, how well is the patient able to understand verbal conversation? Is comprehension 

impacted by phrase length? Is understanding improved through gesture, written information, or the use 

of physical objects?   

Classifying Content in Connected Speech 

Studies of naturalistic speech samples provide insight into speech and language deficits that 

could inform both restorative and compensatory approaches to treatment. There is a plethora of evidence 

that the three variants of PPA share a progressive deficit in lexical retrieval, or anomia, as evidenced by 

performance in tasks ranging from picture naming to a continuous stream of speech, also known as 

connected speech (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011; Rogalski & Mesulam, 2009; 

Wilson et al., 2010; Ash et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2014; Boschi et al., 2017; Bonner et al., 2010; Beber 

et al., 2019b) and that performance on these measures is reliable, though dependent on task type (Beales 

et al., 2018). However, the mechanisms by which anomia impacts the lexical content of speech 

production in PPA, and how this varies by diagnosis, remain to be established. While neither the 

“transactional success” (Ramsberger & Rende, 2002) nor efficiency (Linnik et al., 2016) of discourse 

hinge upon word ordering or selection with fixed precision, both the meaningfulness and 

appropriateness of a statement rely upon a certain amount of variation (Harris Wright et al., 2003; 

Gordon, 2008; Linnik et al., 2016) and semantic weight (Linnik et al., 2016) of the words chosen.  

Lexical variability has been investigated in the chronic aphasia literature in order to quantify the 

number of unique words an individual is able to say (Harris Wright et al., 2003; Fergadiotis & Wright, 
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2011; Fergadiotis et al., 2013) as well as the extent to which the content of these utterances is impaired 

(Berube et al., 2019). In a study of 16 individuals with fluent and non-fluent aphasia, Gordon (2008) 

determined that the “semantic sufficiency” (p. 840) of a speech sample was directly influenced by the 

variation of lexical selection, where lower levels of variation significantly correlated with more severe 

diagnoses of aphasia. Prior investigations of connected speech samples in PPA have reported on the 

productions of word class, supporting that word class deficits are distinct by subtype. In particular, 

findings support that people with lvPPA produce fewer nouns and more dysfluencies, such as hesitations 

and false starts (Wilson et al., 2010, Ash et al., 2013; Boschi et al., 2017), with nfvPPA produce a lower 

proportion of verbs (Beber et al., 2019a; Wilson et al., 2010; Boschi et al., 2017; Themistocleous et al., 

2020), and with svPPA produce fewer nouns (Ash et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2014; Boschi et al., 2017) 

and a higher proportion of pronouns (Wilson et al., 2010). Such analyses could be leveraged to relate 

variability of word choice to the semantic sufficiency of a speech sample and also lead to patient-

informed word lists to train in treatment.  

Informativeness of Speech 

Beyond lexical output, proportions can also be used to measure the amount of task-relevant 

speech relative to total output. Recent work by Gallée and colleagues (2021) investigated the overall 

proportion of informative output in speech samples from individuals with svPPA, nfvPPA, and lvPPA. 

Informativeness is related to but distinct from meaningfulness. To avoid subjectivity, we will define 

both terms here. Meaningfulness describes the degree to which a collection of utterances communicates 

an intended message. Moreover, meaningfulness consists of the overall comprehensibility of a 

statement. An example of a highly meaningful statement to describe hunger would be “I am hungry and 

would like to eat.” A less grammatically complex yet similarly meaningful statement would be “Food 

want.” Both statements convey that the speaker requires sustenance. In a typical connected speech 
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sample of someone with aphasia, many phrases and utterances carry the same level of meaning of the 

latter statement. We know what the person is intending to say, but it feels impossible to objectively rate 

the extent to which someone has communicated information or to draw comparisons between 

individuals. A more objective assessment of information content is informativeness (Doyle, Goda, & 

Spencer, 1995). Informativeness is the proportion of information conveyed relative to total output, 

namely, at the level of correct information units or content units (Doyle et al., 1995; Yorkston & 

Beukelman, 1980; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993; Agis et al., 2016; Berube et al., 2019; Gallée et al., 

2021). While the number of content units a person communicates is open-ended, we can best draw 

comparisons when we only score content units that are task-specific. For example, in a story retell task, 

there are characters, objects, actions, and events (content units) that are unambiguously important and 

specific to the story. For this task, we can conduct group-level comparisons of the proportion of content 

units a person conveys. In a controlled picture-description task, assessors can systematically pre-identify 

the essential components of the image using healthy control data to objectively score the raw number of 

concepts and actions a participant with PPA conveys (see Agis et al., 2016; Berube et al., 2019; Gallée 

et al., 2021).  

In the work by Gallée and colleagues (2021), speech samples of the Western Aphasia Battery – 

Revised (WAB-R; Kertesz, 2007) “Picnic Scene” task were collected from 31 controls. Of note, the 

control group was selected to match the PPA groups in terms of age, sex, and education. The 

transcriptions of these tasks were then analyzed to identify content units (e.g., main concepts, objects, 

agents, actions, or descriptions) that served to describe aspects of the WAB-R “Picnic Scene.” Content 

units used by at least three controls were compiled into a corpus and categorized by ambiguity and 

feature type (e.g., object, action, or description; see Table 2 in Gallée et al., 2021 for the exact corpus). 

As a content unit represents a concept or aspect of the picture, synonyms were clustered (e.g., the 
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content unit for the house in the WAB-R “Picnic Scene” includes all appropriate referents, such as 

“home,” “cottage,” and “cabin”). 

This corpus was then used to score the transcripts collected from 25 nfvPPA, 19 svPPA, and 26 

lvPPA. When a content unit occurred multiple times, only the first instance was scored. This procedure 

allowed the researchers to identify the amount of unique information a person conveyed. The raw scores 

were then converted into normalized scores to reflect the relative proportion of content units to the total 

number of utterances (words, filler words, false starts):  
𝑅𝑎𝑤 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
. This objective score 

captures the relative informativeness (Doyle et al., 1995) of a speech sample given specific task-

constraints (i.e. a picture description). Examples of transcriptions coded for informativeness are included 

below. The bracketed numbers represent the content units identified in Table 2 of Gallée and colleagues 

(2021).  

 

1.  “Two people [21] have gone out and decided to have a picnic [7]. One of them is reading [36] 

his book [14] the other one is unwrapping a sandwich [63]. I think. It is a lovely [41] day [58] . 

There is a lovely [41] house [2] lovely scenery [44] a tree [15] in the background [64a] with a 

lovely house. They are also on some kind of- they are also on a lake [10] with a sailboat [6] and 

another younger [55] person a little [55a] boy [11] is flying [34] a kite [1] and wearing [53a] 

shorts [49] and having fun [38] with this dog [4] chasing [39] him and in the background we also 

have someone [45d] in there looks like they're fishing [33] and maybe on the boat out fishing.” 

 

2. “Well, there is a picnic [7] going on, a man [43a] and a woman [8] uh are on a blanket [25]  and 

they have a radio [22] on, I guess, the antenna is up, uh, and the man is reading [36] a book [14] 

with the glasses [31]  and uh the woman is pouring [37] a drink [3] from a bottle [32] uh and the 
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uh there is a picnic basket [30] on the uh blanket [25]  between the man and the woman and there 

is a uh the man has taken his sandals [19] off, and are on the lawn near a lake [10] uh and there is 

a boy [11] going by flying [34] a kite [1] with a dog [4] at his heels [39], and uh beach [5] out 

front [64] and a girl [12] building sandcastles [9], yeah, and uh, there is a dock [13] jutting out 

from the beach where a mans [43b] with a hat on is catching [323] a- a fish [20]and a sailboat [6] 

going by on the lake [10] , four-seventy is on the sail, there are two people [21] on the boat, and 

there is a house [2], set back [64a] uh from the lake [10]  with a tree [15] in front uh uh sichuous 

tree in the front of the house”.  

 

 

The researchers found that the informativeness of the control and nfvPPA groups did not differ from 

one another whereas that of the svPPA and lvPPA groups was significantly reduced. Importantly, the 

nfvPPA transcripts were shorter than those of the other three groups. Nevertheless, the nfvPPA group 

produced a larger number of raw content units (non-normalized measure) as well as greater 

informativeness (normalized measure) than svPPA and lvPPA. This finding suggests that content unit 

analysis of speech samples can help differentiate nfvPPA from the other two variants.  

It is important to note that this methodology can only be applied to tasks where there are clear goals. 

In the case of a picture description, there are clear elements of the picture that must be named or 

described for the speech sample to be rated as task-relevant and informative. Procedural tasks (e.g., 

“Tell me how to make a peanut butter sandwich) and fairytale retells also have clear goals for both the 

speaker and examiner. Of note, procedurals and story retell tasks rely upon generational, cultural, and 

linguistic knowledge that is not ubiquitously shared across communities (hint: use and interpret with 

caution!). For other more open-ended prompts (e.g., “What did you do this weekend?”), a more 

participant-specific approach may be warranted. For example, the communication partner of the patient 
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may be interviewed about their past weekend so that the examiner knows which details the patient could 

describe. This latter form of naturalistic speech analysis is more reflective of everyday conversation but 

also requires a more subjective interpretation as it cannot be compared to normative data. Recordings of 

the person speaking with their communication partner can in turn also illuminate how the partner deals 

with a potential lack of informativeness. This can provide a basis for development of compensatory 

strategies for the person with PPA, and education and communication training for the partner. 

Quantitative Rating of Atypical Patterns of Speech  

The process of transcribing naturalistic speech samples can be effortful and time-consuming 

without a clear end-goal or analysis plan.  However, we believe that these transcriptions provide direct 

insight into how functional a person’s communicative ability is and can greatly inform the source of 

breakdowns in communication. Furthermore, they allow us to disentangle factors of informativeness and 

fluency. In recent work by Gallée and colleagues (2021), two methods were implemented to assess the 

source of breakdowns in communication in PPA. This work was motivated by three questions: (1) Is the 

amount of information conveyed in a picture description task reduced in individuals with mild PPA?; (2) 

Is the informativeness of speech reduced by atypical patterns of speech?; (3) Do the three variants of 

PPA exhibit different atypical speech patterns and functional communication abilities? Such differences 

are often discussed among clinicians and investigators, but have not received sufficient attention in the 

prior literature.  

To investigate these questions, the researchers evaluated the 70 aforementioned transcriptions for 

the presence of five atypical speech patterns. The patterns of interest were i) self-referential (e.g., “My 

grand-daughter also plays on the beach”), ii) statements about reduced performance (e.g., “Don’t know 

that word” or “I should know that”), iii) tangential (e.g., “She shouldn’t be doing that”), iv) “empty” 

speech (e.g., “Uh yes, oh uh”), and iv) false starts (e.g., “Y- y- y- you”). The raters of the transcripts were 
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blinded to the diagnoses of the patient to reduce potential biases. These patterns were all determined to 

not be task-relevant and uninformative, and thus, detrimental to functional communication.  

Similar to the informativeness analysis, Gallée and colleagues’ (2021) found that the transcripts 

of the control and nfvPPA groups did not differ for any of the five patterns. Comparatively, the svPPA 

and lvPPA transcripts included significantly more atypical patterns of speech. This finding suggests that 

the nfvPPA patients are more efficient in their production of content than people with svPPA and 

lvPPA, despite the relative paucity of their output.  Importantly, the causes of communicative 

breakdowns in lvPPA and svPPA were believed to be distinct from one another also. While both groups 

were found to often comment on their reduced performance, the lvPPA transcripts contained 

significantly more empty speech and false starts. In contrast, the svPPA transcriptions contained 

significantly more self-referential statements, which often serve to mask anomia or comprehension 

difficulties. 

As such, functional communication ability differed between variants. Furthermore, for svPPA 

and lvPPA, the qualitative nature of reduced informativeness differed. While the latter group’s speech 

contained many more instances of empty speech and false starts, the true words that were produced were 

more likely to be task-specific. On the surface, svPPA transcripts appeared more fluent. Upon closer 

inspection of the actual content, the proportion of task-relevant – or situationally functional – output was 

rather low. These are important distinctions that only analyses of naturalistic speech can provide.  

Operationalizing Fluency Through Measures of Articulatory Rate and Pausing 

Fluency is a traditional measure used in aphasia to distinguish the “fluent” from the “non-fluent” 

diagnoses. Fluency often refers to the efficiency at which speech is articulated and relies upon processes 

of retrieval, formulation, and production (Gordon & Clough, 2020). In addition to speech content, 

articulatory rate (
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑐ℎ
) and pause analysis can be used to phenotype PPA (see 
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Cordella et al., 2017, 2019). As the primary symptoms of nfvPPA include effortful speech production 

and syntactic impairment, nfvPPA speech is often considered to be slower than that of lvPPA and 

svPPA. Recent work by Cordella and colleagues (2017) found that the articulatory rate of nfvPPA was 

significantly slower than the other two variants and half that of controls. Furthermore, the researchers 

found that the average pause length for nfvPPA hovered between 1 and 1.5 seconds. In contrast, the 

pauses for svPPA and lvPPA were significantly shorter and between 0.5 and 1 seconds. This is 

consistent with work from Ballard and colleagues (2014), who showed that the median silence duration 

of individuals with nfvPPA was almost twice that of lvPPA, and approximately triple that of healthy 

controls. These findings support that pauses and word-finding hesitations have a quantifiable impact on 

speech and its perceived efficiency. While a person may maintain general meaningfulness or task-

relevant informativeness in communication, greater pauses between utterance production are i) 

inefficient, ii) overly taxing on the interlocutor, and iii) may result in the speaker refraining from verbal 

communication. As such, an essential consideration for speech and language therapy is the functional 

impact of perceived fluency on a speaker’s communication (a metric that is only possible through 

naturalistic speech sample analysis and not through traditional standardized assessments) and whether 

options such as alternative augmentative communication (AAC) or communication partner training may 

be helpful considerations. AAC can enable the person with PPA to express themselves (Fried-Oken, 

2008; Fried-Oken, Rowland, & Gibbons, 2010) and Communication Partner Training can provide much 

sought-after practical strategies for the people around the person with PPA to maximize the flow of 

conversation (Volkmer et al, 2021).  

Gesture Use in PPA 

There is evidence that people with aphasia enhance their communication by using gesture during 

more complex language tasks (Kita & Davies, 2009), particularly in descriptions containing highly 
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imageable content (Hostetter & Alibali, 2019). Synthesizing work by de Ruiter and de Beer (2013) 

suggests that gesture is used efficiently and in place of words and phrases by people with 

aphasia. Furthermore, work by Kindell and colleagues (2013) demonstrates that people with svPPA are 

able to effectively use whole body gestures and mime to convey narrative. Our understanding of the 

ways in which gesture can facilitate language production is currently limited (Rose et al., 2013), 

however, can and must be included in our framework of functional communication. In the instance 

where our Irena is unable to retrieve the word “teapot”, would we not consider the motion of pouring tea 

to be a successful and functional use of multimodal communication?  

Conclusion 

Evaluation and monitoring of PPA can be greatly enhanced through the assessment of 

naturalistic speech samples through audio and/or video recording. The richness of naturalistic speech 

allows for both quantitative and qualitative analyses that can illustrate how functionally an individual is 

able to linguistically participate. Moreover, we believe that to best predict and facilitate an individual’s 

participation in communication, it is essential to conduct multidimensional assessment that reflects day-

to-day speech production. For successful data collection, both constrained and open-ended speech-

eliciting tasks should be collected to capture the range of conversational abilities and include their 

relevant communication partners where possible. Our proposal here is inspired by the goals of LPAA 

and improving the quality of care people with PPA receive. Naturalistic speech samples contain a wealth 

of data that can be leveraged to better understand, monitor, and treat the nature of communicative 

impairment in PPA. Here, we highlight the importance of the routine collection of naturalistic speech 

samples to identify and monitor impairments as this serves to i) capture impairments unique to the 

individual assessed, ii) builds upon the growing shift to examine the interplay of language functions, 
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rather than the isolated parts, and iii) capture direct insight into the individual’s ability to communicate 

in everyday conversation: functional communication.  
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